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Cure for Consumption.—We copy the
A MEETING AT THE GATE OF PARADISE to
1 differ with you in some trivial point
Texas.—Mr. Groce, a citizen of this inter
following communication from the New BETWEEN A HERETIC AND HIS JUDGES. of
< belief.
esting country, brings further news from the
mceivable nain J
York Commercial Advertiser. The gen- —
. Reflecting on the late trial, condem
1st Judge. (Submissively.) We belligerents. The Texian army, J800 strong,
g ’«rions <,t|m J" ,!*
JAMES K. REMICH.
tieman whose signature may be found at the nation, and the excommunication, of thought
we were doing right.
i
under the command of Brigadier Gen. Rusk,
’«h X '“*! I Officeon the Main-StrUet,--opposite the Meeting-House.
bottom of the article, is said to be well known
was on the east side of the Colorado river, on
you
2d
Judge.
(Imploringly.)
—
If
a
most
exemplary
clergyman,
by
the
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
ver obstinate the c3'
to the community, as a citizen whose word
the 18th May, preparing to cross and follow
will
let
us
in
—
Synod
of
Philadelphia,
because
he
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— may be considered unquestionably authentic.
,he Albione“*!
the Mexican invaders on their retreat, and
Interest wi II he charged on all subscriptions which
could not believe all the points of the St. Peter. You’ll turn all heaven upside prevent them from taking off any property. s
'*'ub'
wills«; remain unpaid al the expiration of the year.—No Should the discovery be found efficacious '
down
with
your
doctrinal
disputations.
Calvinistic creed, we last evening fell
The Mexican army, under Filasola, above
'^ygwnudeaslj paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub for the cure of that lingering and wasting '
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
into a sort of dreaming cogitation, or You’ll be forgetting up another synod 3000, were on the west side of the Colorado in
disease,
what
a
blessing
will
its
existence
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
thejnost deplorable condition, having 1000
dream, in which the follow and arraigning the peaceable denizens sick
How incomparably superior in its ef- cogitating
<
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount be!
and wounded., and the balance in a state
reKrai!^* charged for its. insertion.
scene appeared before us “ as plain of heaven before it.
fects to all other remedies, and “ syrups of ing
i
of starvation. By this gentleman’s account,
1st and 2d Judges. (Falling on their it also appears that Gen. Filasola sent a
the world!”
;as day.” We imagined ourselves in a
0 be all it profes«.,!1.
MISCELLANEOUS.
To the Editors of the Commercial Adv. ,convenient station near the gate of knees and both speaking together.) No, request to Gen. Rusk, begging to be per
eav;
finding
mitted to keep the 3 or 400 beeves, (then in
Seeing it stated* in your paper a few Paradise, where we could see and hear so help us Heaven ?
Number of Newspapers published in the
possession of the Mexicans,) and stating that
weeks
since,
that
inhaling
the
fumes
of
nitric
,
St. Peter. If there is any one thing if allowed to do so they would not only pay for
tyorld.—A German paper says.—“ In
all that was said and done.
Among the rest that came to St. Pe I abhor more than another, it is pride, them, but consider the granting of his appli
Spain there are twelve newspapers ; in Por acid had been found to cure the consump
s a boX with
tugal seventeen ; in Switzerland thirty six ; tion, at my suggestion and request, a worthy ter for admission, our fancy painted to arrogance, and self-sufficiency.
cation as a debt of gratitude. Gen. Rusk,
in
Belgium sixty two; in Denmark eighty; and intelligent man who has been for two us, Mr. B------ the excommunicated her
1st and 2d Judges. We’ll never be (with the humanity that ever characterizes
TISH ANTISEPTiç
in Austria eighty two ; in Russia and Poland years past in my employ, has. within the etic, and two of his Judges ; when the proud, arrogant, or self-sufficient again, the brave, and which is so little known in
the Mexican army) consented to the request.
eighty four ; in Holland one hundred and | last eight days, given it a trial. As no diso help us heaven 1
The Mexican army had taken the lower route
hmidreii and I Sections accompanied your notice, the fol following conversation took place:
fifty ; in Great Britian two 1---- .—1 —Z.
St.
Ia hope not. But
ui. Peter.
jl v,lv. .
v.v it .Mis by the way of Capaiio and Matamoras, to
1st Judge. Is’nt that B------ [Barnes]
mbellishes theemL* seventy four ; in Prussia two hundred and lowing course was adopted : — Under a
good conduct and not fair promises l avoid the Indians,* who they feared would in
coming yonder ?
handkerchief
one
end
of
which
rested
on
the
onsing Iront decayed fej I teighty eight ; in the other Germanic States
terrupt them on the other track. The Mexi
2d Judge. B------ ? what that here that can pass muster here. At present cans
offens,ve breath,
three hundred and five ; in Australia nine ; head, the other left to fall down over the
appeared to wish themselves at home
you
must
content
yourselves
to
remain
breast,
he
held
a
glass
tumbler,
having
in
it
tic?
It
is
’
nt
possible
that
he
should
again, never more to meddle with the brave
in Africa twelve ; in Asia two ; and in Alooth ache, eradiate
a
teaspoonfull
of
the
acid
;
and
breathed
the
have the presumption ; and yet it looks without the gate.
Texians.
inerica, eleven hundred and thirty eight—
gums, and imparts a »
fumes, thus prevented by the handkerchief very much like him at this distance.
A loud groan burst from the lips of
from which it will be seen that there are
ess to the breath,
the two judges ; we awoke from our A Singular Coincidence.—During the trial
more than half as many papers published in from escaping, about half an hour al a time, It is his Walk.
ienced druggist pWmil
of Robinson several panes of glass in the win
three
times
per
day.
The
effect
has
been
to
St. Peter. A man may generally be dreaming cogitation, and the whole dows of the Court room were broken by the
America, (with the exception of France,
1er one of the best k,|,
relieve
him
entirely
from
an
obstinate
scene vanished away.—JV*. Y. Tran.
which the writer has left out, and well he
»her Foreign or Doix*
known by his walk.
pressure of the crowd in the room, and singu
may, for she has so completely muzzled the cough of many years standing, and which, for
lar as it may appear, the outline of the break
1st
Judge.
Ah,
that
walk
of
his
!
the last two months, had been accompa
Gen.
Houston
and
Santa
Anna's
former
in one of the panes presents the perfect pro
press, that there might as well be none, and
nied with all the symptoms of a confirmed Yes, it is he, I can now see by his face. friendship—their contemplated conquest of Tex file of a female head and neck, features coarse
cast a stain on her escutcheon which it will
RELFE’S pills
It’s rather awkward to meet him here. as and Mexico.—Strange and incredulous as but uniform, the hair done up, and secured by
be difficult to wipe off,) than there is in the and rapid consumption ; all which have ac
2d Judge. It is so indeed. But such a relationship and design may seem, a comb in the usual manner. The profile is
cording
to
present
appearances,
disappeared
whole world put together, and with not one
it is nevertheless, to us, almost unquestion about the size of life, and could not have been
Debility, Hffti,
with the cough. How permanent this re there’s one comfort in reserve for us
fortieth of the population?’—Another paper
ably true, that Gen. Houston and Santa An cut out with a diamond more perfectly than it
kness, Giddiness and U
—
we
shant
long
be
troubled
with
his
lief
may
prove,
time
must
show
7
.
That
oth

na, some five or six years ago, were on most appears. It is indeed a strange fact, and the
says,—“ It is no wonder then that this coun
Heart, Bad Digtstim,
ers, laboring under the like affection, may company.
intimate terms, and contemplated, with great coincidence is well calculated to impress the
try bears the reputation abroad of being not
and Pains of the fa
1st Judge. No I think not. He’ll faith of success, the conquest of Texas, and mind of the superstitious with presentiments
only the happiest, but the freest nation of be put in early possession of the above facts
purify anil promote a ft
and with a hope that relief may be found hardly get through the gate. I’ll ac thereby that of Mexico. Our informant ominous and unfathomable.
The broken
earth, when the press, which we consider
says, that Santa Anna was at Washington
blood, when become slug,
to be the sentinel on the watch tower, is left therefrom, this communication is made by cost him. Well B------ I see you’ve with Gen. Houston, the year that the latter pane has not been removed, and the ‘ strange
woman’ may be seen by any person standing
request of the above referred to.—Your’s. got up here notwithstanding—
ed from the foregoing
free, not only to guard us against all en
had an altercation with Hon. Mr. Stansberry, in the rear of the west wing of the hall.
E. WHITE.
? regular habits of the»
B----- . Yes thank heaven I’ve got of Ohio. Santa Anna was then driven from
croachments on the rights, fif it acts up to
N. Y. Sun.
whose sickly and pallil
N. B. The gas can only be breathed at thus far on my way to a place of rest. Mexico, by the success of his rival, and while
its profession,) but to defuse general informa
•mes re-ani mated, and H
he and Gen. Houston were endeavoring to
In reference to the case of Major Gates,
tion far and wide over the country ; for the mouth—and to prevent the eyes being
2d Judge. But have you not lost your effect
a loan of three millions of dollars for whose name has been stricken from the Army
ral glow of restored Wil,
wherever knowledge is, there will freedom affected by it keep them closed.
way
friend
?
the conquest of Texas, a committee arrived list, without the formality of a trial, by order
conducive to the health!
also be found.
B----- . I hpge, not.
at Washington from Mexico, informing Santa of the President of the U. States, the editor oí
tce.pt in cases ofpregnanci
The Peach Tree.-—The damage which
1st Judge. [Addressing St. Peter.] Anna of the ascendency of his party, and in the National Intelligencer makes the annexed
when they must not i
Hair Cutting.-A writer in the Medical In this delicious fruit has suffered from noxious
viting his return, when he immediately start judicious observations: “ It has, we learn,
Do
you know the fellow there ?
telligencer of this week, talks very sensibly insects has of late years been very great.
ed for Mexico, leaving Gen. Houston to laugh produced a great sensation among the officers
St. Peter. Yes, by reputation. I over the contemplated conquest.—But how of the Army. It is not the first case of the
per box.
against the present fashion of cropping short Any information, therefore, calculated to re
genuine unless signed!, I
the hair on the back part of the head and deem the peach tree from their ravages, have always heard a very good ac feeble are human calculations !—Houston by kind which has occurred within the last six or
no means abandoned the idea.—Santa Anna seven years, but it is of a very unusual charac
must be considered of importance not only to count of him.
neck. He says ;
ie wrapper, (ro/efrom
1st Judge. A good account of him ? returned to Mexico, became a brilliant king of ter and as we have heard, attended with cir
In olden time, when wigs were worn, our the country agriculturists, but to gentlemen
or to Dr. Conway,)
a rich and powerful people, a successful sol- ,cumstances of great hardship. Besides, if offi
grandfathers were use to live all the days of in town, who take often much pains in the You must be jesting now. Why, he dier in war ; in peace, revelling aihid the lux cers are to be thus subjected to dismissal from
for sale, at his Countin' i
nurture
of
various
fruit
trees.
The
present
their lives -now, we are fortunate if
is a downright heretic.
uries of one of the richest and most brilliant office as a punishment, without previous trial,
Joint street, Boston, ri
we live them half out ; and these are filled is the season for adopting the annexed reme
St. Péter. [Sternly] A heretic ! courts of the earth. Amid this tide of success upon the report of a committee of inquiry,
ppointment, by
ful glory, Houston attempts the conquest of a the strongest support of officers of both Ar
up with suffering and disease. Every an dies, which we copy from the Hartford What right have you to say so ?
LIE, Kennebunk.
\
of his old friend’s possession, the very my or Navy, in the discharge of arduous du
atomist knows that, forth from behind the (Conn.) Mirror.—Philadelphia paper.
1st Judge. What right ? I am sur portion
land they were once about uniting to revolu ties, and especially of such as are not popu
The Peach Tree.—From a desire to en
’OPE, Kennebunk-jprt. )
head, issues that large, but most delicate and
prised
that
you
should
ask
such
a
ques

tionize. The proud Santa Anna, to save a lar, is taken away. Instead of seeking to dis
susceptible organ, the spinal cord. It trav courage the culture of the Peach Tree we
AFIELD, Wells.
tion ? Why, he’s the same B----- who State has lost an empire I is tumbled head charge their dutiy, under trying circumstan
erses the whole length of the back, and, offer the following as the result of experi
was tried for heresy, voted guilty by a long from a lofty throne of regal splendor, a ces, conscienciously, and to the best of their
BLE MEDICINES,
from every point of it nerves go out and ment and observation.
slave at the feet of Houston 1 How ability, they must consult public feeling, take
great
majority of our Synod, and for chained
It
is
generally
known
that
worms,
near
' by Dr. Elias Smits, i
penetrate and encircle the body. On the
reverseful are the affairs of human life ! How care to do what suits the times, and especial
integrity of this organ depend the health the surface of the earth, destroy them by bidden to preach till he should abjure fleeting and perishable its glories !
The following are amoii,’
ly to keep on the right side of him at whose will
Houston was to have gone into Texas, and and pleasure, contrary to the understood ten
itions kept constantlyi
and vigor of the greater portion of the eating the bark ; the object is therefore to• his error, which he has never done.
St. Peter. What right have your kindled the fire of rebellion, whilst Santa An ure of their offices, they particularly hold their
trunk and extremities : and the certainty find a preventive, in order that the trees may'
GH SMART, Druggist, ■
na fired his friends in Mexico with its same existence. The least that is due to an offi
synod to forbid him to preach ?
with which a vast number of painful but lit become aged in a healthy slate.
; they were to declare for Houston and cer, who has risen by his merit, when a Court
tle understood diseases can be traced to dis It is evident that these worms pass through
u Because he followed not with us.”> spirit
ABLE ELIXIR,
thus united, it was thought they could suc of inquiry suggests any charge against him,
order in this « silver cord,” has been beau the common change, and assume the forms
pain in the stomachimi
St. Peter. That will be no excuse ceed and easily would all this have happened, is, that a Court Martial be instituted to try
tifully and forcibly illustrated in the recent of millers, early in the summer, and depos- here. If he followed the way of Right as Santa Anna’s popularity was nearly equal, him upon it that he may not only be con
imatic complaints,
work of Mr. Teale—a work full of practi ite their eggs in the bark as low as they can eousness that is enough. I have a and as it soon proved, even overbalanced his fronted by bis accusers, but tried by his
s HYGEIAN PILLS. '
cal wisdom, and valuable to every medical find access to it, and that the worms pro very good account of him from many enemy’s, but he succeeded without Houston’s peers. A contrary practice must tend to
Ache, pain in the Stowtl ■
aid, who was left a grieved and mortified sol break down the spirit of both Army and Na
ceeding from them begin to operate in the
practitioner.
sliveness, Stranguary ri ,
persons of great respectability ; and e- dier. Our informant even tells us that Gen. vy, and degrade proper military subordina
Now if any part of the living fabric re latter part of the summer when they have
specially from those of his own flock, Houston read to him his proclamation to tion into mere vassalage.”
quires to be guarded against exposure, it is been found the size of a common pin. If
BLE POWDERS,
the people of Texas, promising them lands,
the spinal cord—especially at the point of suffered to remain, they grow to the thickness who have come here and are happily &c. &c. in case of a successful revolution.
and foul stomach,
I
Imported Paupers.—The New-York Mer
of a rye straw, each of them girdles the tree placed within the gate.
its
out
coming
from
the
skull.
Yet
what
do
Strange and romantic as this may seem, those cantile describes a cargo of live flesh, just ar
throat, and to relieved
2d
Judge.
Well,
if
he
gets
in
I
dont
about
an
inch,
and
the
wood
from
the
we see in the streets of every city and town
knowing Gen. Houston’s impetuous and dar rived from England—as a subject of aston
and village? Amid the chill blasts of winter wound to the heart dies. JHence it is, that a care ¡f I stay out.
ing character, must give it credence—we ishment and grief to the beholders. Hie
tBLE BITTERS.
doubt not .the correctness of the intended miserable people were covered with rags—
we see the head warmly protected by a close single wound impairs the vigor of the tree
1st Judge. Nori either.
Loss of appetite, sicltw
many without hats—some of the women
hat or a fur cap, and the back well covered and a number of them kill it. The point to
St. Peter. That you are likely to conquest.—Memphis Enq.
without shoes—some with their heads tied
ead-ache, &c.
by warm and comfortable garments, but be gained, is to protect the tree from the do, whether he gets in or not. [Turn
Apprentices.—Much inconvenience is ex up—some with bruised heads and black eyes
HOLICON.
this very spot, the back of the head and millers, and by a simple method, we have ing to the heretic.) Come B------the
perienced by mechanics, from the desertion —looking like the discharged loafers on a
consumptive compH i
neck, between the collar and the cap, left., succeeded for several years, which is recom gate is open for you. Walk in.
of apprentices. Scarcely one young man in proclamation day in the Sessions.
n, costiveness, sinking«”
mended
with
full
confidence.
exposed to the cold, to the wind and the
ten serves out his whole term ; but after hav
1st Judge. I protest—
:h and bowels, and p
storm. As if studious to open widely as
About the first of May remove the earth
ing acquired the rudiments of the business
Another Laborer.—dudóme Darusmont,
2d
Judge.
And
so
do
L
they think they know more than their mas whilome Miss Frances Wright, according to
s generally.
possible this broad avenue of disease, the from the body of the tree, and shift it to the
Here
is
the
decree
of
1st
Judge.
•"
—
L
-1--ters,
and
leave
without
a
simple
“
I
thank
H CORDIAL.
the Cincinnati Gazette, is preaching Van Bu
warm covering that a kind and careful Prov height of fifteen or sixteen inches, in such a
ye” as a requital for all the trouble and ex ren political lectures, on Sundays, in that city.
¡se and regulate the app«idence bad provided for this part, is almost manner as to exclude the millers, burying the Synod.
St. Peter, That document will not pense they have occasioned. The fault is as She must be sadly in want of employment.
tion, remove pain 10»
impiously cut short by the universal fashion the lower part of it in the earth. We have
much the master’s as the apprentices. It is
of the day, and hence comes a host of ob used straw cut to the length and about half pass here.
a common, but very erroneous impression,
It has been stated on the floor of the Brit
Well
!
If
an
excommuc OINTMENT.
2d Judge,
scure, painful and fatal diseases, that were an inch in thickness, bound on with twine.
that no apprentice is held for damages sus ish Parliament, that England will consider
rarely witnessed until this mode of hair cut This should be removed about the first of nicated heretic, a fellow that was’nt tained by the master without indentures.' herself the ally of Mexico, should it be neces
for humors, corns, «)
September, as we have sometimes found the deemed worthy to continue in our as This is a* gross mistake. Apprentices and sary for the latter to apply for aid to preserve
ds, stiffness in the necf
ting was adopted.
I ask not for the restoration of the vener young worms in the upper part of the straw sociation on earth, is to be admitted in guardians are liable to the master for any the integrity of her territory.
nts, swelling in th«*
damages which he may sustain by reason of
>d hands, weakitessri
able wig, though I believe in my heart it being then readily discovered on the surface to heaven, then I think—
misconduct or desertion, whether the appren
‘ A Physician’ in the Norfolk Herald says
«was
a
great
promoter
of
health,
but
I
do
of
the
bark,
covered
by
a
little
gum.
The
ores, ringworms, culs««
St. Peter. Walk in B-----tice is bound or not.- But in general those he has tried, without success, Dr. Lusburg s
entreat the public, as they value health and process should be commenced when the tree
1st Judge. (Addressing the other that desert are light-headed, faithless, good- plan for preventing disfiguration by the small
long life, to abandon this abominable prac is young—they have been found in a rapid
OINTMENT,
after
a pause of astonishment.) Well, for-nothing dogs, whose recovery would pox. He has, however, accomplished that
tice, and follow the dictates of science, and growth the first fall after it sprouted. Thus a
more seriously inconvenience the master
salt rheum, as many
brother,
did you ever see the like
1 1 ? than their loss. The most effectual means of end, by using a wash ofChloride of Soda or
the teachings of Nature, who has furnished few minutes in the year devoted to a tree,
Lime, as soon as the pustules werefilled, and
checking the desertion of apprentices, would by quickly drying them, and converting them
for this critical portion of the body a warm will protect it against this cause of decay— The fellow has gone in after all.
RESTORATIVE.
2d Judge. Yes, and Peter is shut- be for established mechanics to refuse to re into scabs or crusts.
a very trifling expence compared with the
and abundant covering.—Boston Paper.
ceive or encourage any one who does not
. in the Liver
ing
the gate too.
value
of
this
healthy
and
delicious
fruit.
Stranguary, and F
We understand several of the merchants of
bring an honorable discharge from his mas
take
JONATHAN BRACE.
1st Judge. J hope he wont
ter ; and at the same time let every runaway this city have presented to T. A. Alexander,
u Charity begins at Home.”—A respec
ral.
JOHN I. WELLS.
us
up
at
nur
word.
apprentice be advertised.
We will insert Esq. cashier of the late U. S. Bank in this
table cabinet maker of this city, who
POWDERS.
WM. H.IMLAY.
2d Judge. I hope not. We should them with pleasure,- and by way of illustra city, a pair of silver pitchers. They were
is famous for odd sayings (and whose
g cough, and ulcers
Hartford, (Conn.J Sept.8, 1830.
look very foolish indeed, to have to turn tion will annex to each, a fine ornamental manufactured in Boston and cost one hundred
«hop is not more than a mile from Ste
representing a black vagabond with a and sixty dollars.—Portland Argus.
back after seeing the man we tried• cut,
pack on his shoulder, tearing over the turf
venson’s hotel, while standing against
[{TIC DR0Ps<
Lord Brougham.—He was but yes and condemned, admitted. Ahem ? like a wild Mohawk.—N. H. Gazette.
The Bangor City Council have accepted a
igestion.liveryp*
the post office the other morning, in
Report recommending immediate measures
terday
the foremost man of all the I hope good St. Peter, you don’t
rather a melancholy mood, was ad
tionsinlhe
intend to shut us out in reality ? What
The North-west Passage.—The Colonial for the erecting of a Market House in that
dressed by a friend with “ what’s the British world—in rank he ^tood next we said was spoken in a moment of ex office
jostiveness.
,
and Admiralty have appointed Captain city, provided a loan can be obtained for the
the
throne.
In
the
prime
of
life
—
in
the
ny of the above N*
word this morning?” “Oh, I don’t
Back to undertake a new expedition for ef purpose.
citement.
—.
■" —
know, (long sigh) I have just bought a vigor of his days—his political princi
the ambitious object of discovering a
ed to faithfullySt. Peter. If you were excited, I fecting
ples predominant, he seemed to be the
The Editor of the Bangor Advertser, says
north-west
passage,
the
hope
of
which
Capt.
barrel
of
flour
for
a
poor
woman.
”
^tjjqsss^
was perfectly cool. It is not as you Back’s statements considerably strengthen. he counted on Thursday about a hundred
“ Well,” said his friend, “ I wish the most powerful subject in Europe.
suppose
for your petulant remrks just The king takes a warm interest in the expe schooners at the wharves—and that the day
His sun has not set, but it has grown
whole town was lined with such chari
before about as many left the harbor. Also,
now made, that I close the gate against dition.
dim
at
noon
—
it
is
at
the
meridian,
but
table men as you are : you are always
that there are at least 300 buildings going up
you.
It
is
for
your
scandalous
conduct
in that city—and that the regular business of
giving away more or less—always giv shows only its obscure brassy disk.
ch. Morning Star,
The
New
York
Daily
Advertiser
of
Fri

To what cause is to be attributed down below. The Scripture which day says :—“ The venerable Capt. Dean, who the place is brisk and active.
ing something^ the poor. Who is
■ you professed to teach, commands you
made happy this morning by your this mighty change ? Let men of gen to “judge not lest ye be judged.” And resides m Westchester county, was in this The Franklin House, at Bangor, which has
city yesterday. Capt. D. is the first Ameri
charity ?” Judge of his friend’s sur ius and renown take warning from his
■ yet, in the very face of this command,
ship master that sailed to China from been temporarily closed for improvement,
will be re-opened in a few days, under th©
prise, when with a long sigh, the be fate, when they know that the intoxi you arraign, try and condemn one of can
this
country, in 1785, which voyage he per
cating cup has wrought his ruin.
management of Mr. John Frost.
nevolent man replied—“My wife.”
formed
in
an
Albany
sloop.
your fellow men because he happened

»an near
Greeni.|7
,
Curn
’
ft;

BtnneUumt
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Portland Advertiser*

Salem Gaz.

of the country.
He did not wish to see third time, and passed.
instructing the committee on Enrolled Bills Investigation to a committee of
ti
LEGISLATURE. them driven out of power by public indigna
Mr. Webster, from the same committee, to report a bill fixing the time of the annual with power to send for persons and
tion, although he had no particular desire to reported, without amendment, a bill from meeting of Congress on the first Monday in and to sit in the recess.
M Npd
TW’ENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION. see them remain in office.—But he called on
the House making appropriations for the sup November.
After a long debate, chiefly turnin»
them for the sake of themselves and their pression of Indian hostilities, and for other
Mr. Briggs, from the Committee on En the question whether the subject
SENATE.
party, to be careful to carry into effect the purposes, which was taken up, considered as rolled Bills, reported a bill fixing a day for referred to the President to be investii?
MONDAY, JUNE 27.
principles of reform which they laid down at in Committee of the Whole, and ordered to a the annual meeting of Congress, in conformi
him, or whether the inquiry should
Mr. Preston offered the following resolution, the outset of their career, and to prepare to third reading. The bill was then read a
ty with the resolution.
by a Select committee of the House
which lies over one day for consideration.
justify their conduct before the People.
third time, and passed.
The bill was then read a third time and
The substitute proposed by Mr ¿¡n]
Resolved., That provision ought to be made
Mr. Ewing, of Ohio, said that the amount
passed.
ferring the whole subject to the
by law for defraying the expenses of an agent appropriated by the bill was five times as
SATURDAY, JULY 2.
The
House
went
into
Committee
of
the
was agreed to—yeas 93, nays 89.
*
or commissioner to Texas, whenever the large as were the usual annual appropria
The bill making additional appropriations
The main question was then ordered t i
President may think it proper to make such tions ; and notwithstanding the confident tone for the Delaware Breakwater and for other Whole on the state of the Union, upon the
bill to carry into effect certain Indian treat put, and the resolution as amended w
appointment.
of the Senator from New York, he did not purposes, was read a third time.
[The ap ies.
greed to.
was *
Mr. Webster offered the following resolu believe that we could expend all this money, propriations in this bill exceed in amount
[Certain documents were read from Major
The House then took up the bills frnma
tions, which lie one day for consideration.
although we might throw it away. He sta $600,000, as the bill came from the House, its Davis and Mr. Schermerhorn.]
Senate providing for the payment of T ’
Resolved, That the Secretaries of the sev ted that the appropriation bills had not been amount was beyond $900,000.]
Mr. Wise called for the reading of all the to private individuals.
tailf!
eral Departments, of State, the Treasury, the delayed in the Senate. They had been kept
The question on the passage was taken by documents.
Navy and War, lay before the Senate as ear back elsewhere, and not here.
yeas and nays as follows—yeas 25, nays 12.
Mr. Adams had no objection to the read
ly as possible after the commencement of the
SATURDAY, JULY 2
Mr. Calhoun then withdrew his motion to
Mr. Davis, from the Committee on Com
If.
next session of Congress, an account of all the enable Mr. Clayton to offer his amendment, merce, to whom had been referred the bill ing of documents upon this occasion.
Mr. Bell, from the committee on Ini
there was any document on this subject,
monies paid by them under any existing con which was agreed to.
from the House making appropriations for which would take off any portion of the Affairs, to which was referred an inn”
tracts, and of all sums paid by the disbursing
Mr. Clay, after stating that the amount ap Light Houses, &c. made a report, setting deep and damning stain that rested on this concerning fraudulent contracts for ¿7
officers of the Treasury, out of appropriations propriated was alarming, said he would
forth that the bill contained appropriations to transaction ;if there was any thing, that could Reservations, made a report in part • p
made at this session of Congress.
make one more effort to check the current of the amount of $467,944 ; that the committee in any degree, lessen the disgrace which at was laid on the table and ordered to L.
ed.
be
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treas extravagance, and moved to re-commit the
had found it impossible to find time to give to tached to the government in this matter, he
ury cause to be published during the recess bill with instructions to report a bill reducing
Mr. Hunt, from the Select Committee
the
numerous
items
the
consideration
which
would
like
to
hear
it.
of Congress the amount of money in the the appropriations one-third.
they merited. The committee had therefore
After various documents were read, all go pointed to inquire whether any and t'
Treasury which is not subject to draft.
members of Congress, Heads of Departn*i
Mr. Clayton asked for a division, so as to
The bill for the relief of the sufferers by the take the vote first on the motion to recommit. determined to return the bill to the Senate, ing to show that the Indians were humbug and other officers of the government bad k
for
such
disposition
to
be
made
of
it,
as
the
ged in the treaty,
late fire in New York; the bill to increase the
tained accommodations and facilities’fron °b'
Mr. Clay consented to this division.
Senate might think proper.
A debate took place, in which Messrs. Ad
emolument of the Marine Corps ; and sever
ny Bank or Banks in obtaining the ¿J
Alter some remarks by Messrs. Cuthbert,
Mr.
Davis,
from
the
committee
on
Com

ams,
Crafton,
Chapman
and
Hoar
took
part.
al other bills, ordered to a third reading on Webster, Calhoun, Preston, and Davis,
public money, for the purpose of specnlJ;
merce,
reported
the
bill
from
the
House,
ma

Mr.
Wise
said
he
had
made
some
long
in
the Public Lands, submitted a ReS "
Saturday, were severally read a third time
The yeas and nays being ordered, the king appropriations for the improvement of speeches on this floor, but never with a sin
and passed.
P°rt Wllh
question was taken, and decided as follows : certain Harbors, &c. with various amend ister motive. He now avowed the determin the following Resolutions.
The Senate proceeded to consider the mes
Messrs.
Bayard, djugk
Black,, vainoun,
Calhoun, ments, which were read and agreed to.
Resolved, Thatihe Select Committee »
. Yeas—«•»
cdbi». xxijuiu,
ation
that
he
would
die
in
the
attempt
to
de

sage of the President, accompanying the Bill C ay, Clayton, Crittenden, Davis, Ewing, of
bX lhls House on t|K
,*
The bill was then read a third time and feat this bill ; at the risk of his bodily health
to fix the day for the annual meeting of Con Ohio, Goldsbprough, Hendricks, Kent, King, passed.
and comfort, he intended to oppose the pas 1836, be increased to nine, and that the s 5
gress, &c., which he had returned to the of Ala., King, of Geo., Leigh, Mangum,
The Senate, at half past JI o’clock proceecommittee have power to sit durin«
sage of this oppressive and unjust measure.
Senate.
cess of this House.
S 6 re’
oo’e’F01,6'’’ ^re?!ö.n’ Robbins, Southard, ded to the consideration of Executive busi[Cries of “ die then,” “ proceed” “ hear
The question being on the passage of the Swift, Tomlinson, Webster, White—24.
ness.
Resolved,
That
the
committee
embrace
in
him,” &c.]
Bill, the objections of the President to the
Nays—Messrs. Benton, Brown, Buchanan,
their inquiries, any connexion between 1)
Mr.
Hoar
resumed
his
remarks
upon
the
contrary notwithstanding. •
Cuthbert, Ewing, of Illinois, Grundy, Hub
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
question, and proceeded to review the char posite Banks or others, and the Land OffiJ.
The question was then taken on the pas bard, Linn, Morris, Nicholas, Niles, Page,
1
I
e
MONDAY, JUNE27.
acter
and history of the treaty. He admitted for purposes of speculation.
sage of the bill as follows—Yeas 16, Nays 23. Rives, Robinson, Tallmadge, Tipton, Walk
Resolved, That said committee inquire U
The bill making appropriations to carry that this House was not a part of the treaty
Mr. Clayton then, on leave, introduced a er, Wright—18.
far and to whom for the purpose of specuh
into effect certain Indian Treaties was taken
new Bill, fixing on the first Monday in No
On motion of Mr. Clay, the Senate pro up. The bill was read through by sections. making power ; but in voting this appropria tion in Public Lands, the Deposite Bank
tion, we were not, he contended, carrying in
vember as the day for the commencement of ceeded to the consideration of executive bu
[This is the bill which appropriates $4,- to effect a Treaty duly made and ratified, no have issued certificates of Deposite witbo
the annual sessions of Congress, which was isiness ; and after a short time spent therein,
500,000 for carrying into effect the stipula man of candor could pretend that this was a an actual Deposite in cash, and to what
read and ordered to a second reading.
The Senate adjourned.
tions of the late Treaty with the Cherokees.] Treaty. He had listened in vain for any evi tent they have been received in payment it
Mr. Wright moved the Senate to take up
Mr. Adams made some objections to the dence of that part that was a fair compact— purchases of Public Lands, at the severe
the Bill anticipating the indemnities allowed
THURSDAY, JUNE 30.
bill, as far as it proposed to give effect to the for any proof that he could, without blushing Land Offices.
for our citizens under the French and Nea
Resolved, That said committee inqifJ
politan Treaties, and called for the yeas and . The expunging resolution was called up, Cherokee Treaty. He called for the reading shame, offer to any impartial man. What
how
far and to what extent combination»
of
the
protest
of
the
Cherokees
against
the
and
after
a
few
remarks,
Mr.
Benton
stating
had we instead of this proof? Why, the de
nays, which were ordered.
The question was then taken and decided that he left it to the Senate to act in refer treaty, in which it is alleged that the treaty clarations of gentlemen, that Georgia was a have formed, m the purchase of the Public
ence to it as they might think proper, the was made by a small fraction of the nation, very respectable and intelligent State.
But Lands, or are forming, sufficiently stron?
as follows : Yeas 18, Nays 21.
was dropped.
The bill from the in opposition to the wishes of a large majori- that did nothing to settle the question. When from interested motives, to control to any ex'
The Senate then went into Executive busi- subject
i
House to change the time for the annual ‘ythe gentlemen could show that both parties tent the legislative action of Congress. 3
ness, and afterwards adjourned.
The Resolutions and Report were laid on
The protest contains some very strong were duly authorized to contract, he would
meeting of Congress, and the joint resolution
to continue the unfinished business over to statements, which if true, are very discredit cheerfully vote to give effect to that contract. the table. They were then ordered to bt
TUESDAY, JUNE 28.
printed.
the next session, were respectively indefi able to the Government of the U. S. This
On motion of Mr. White, the Senate pro nitely postponed. The bill from the House treaty was, however, laid before the Senate at But the treaty did not come before us in that
Mr. Lane moved to lay the Report and
character.
On
the
contrary,
it
appeared
that
ceeded to consider thé resolution offered by making appropriations for fortifications, was this session, and, after a deliberate examina
Resolution on the
an
agent
went
into
the
Cherokee
country,
ie, table,
laLUIe’ and remarked, in.
him, some time ago, rescinding the resolution again reported by the Committee on Finance tion, was ratified by a considerable majority --- .1 “ . >
z. them,
.
.
•»» justice----------------------to himself, (as he
,,c said,)
otu«,/ that
mat he
ne wagwas no
and
told
a
few
of
perhaps
a
quarter
of the Senate of March, 1834, declaring that without amendment. After some debate, it —31 to 15.
land speculator, and had received noHccompart,
that
if
they
were
not
present
at
New
the President had transcended his authority was ordered to be engrossed, by a vote of28
Air. Adams made some remarks upon the Echota, at a certain time, their absence rnodations from Banks. Mr. Pearce of R I
in reference to the removal of the deposites. to 9.
paper which had been readi
would be construed into assent to the treaty (a member of the committee) asked the gen
Mr. White addressed the Senate at length
A message was received from the Presi
Mr. Wise spoke very earnestly upon the
tleman if he would say ««
as "'uvn
much jornis
for his son;
m » •
ere to be made.
in explanation and support of his views, for dent, announcing the death of James Madi subject, and insisted that the bill ought not to there
The pretended treaty was, in pursuance of
whether bis son had not made $40,000
nearly three hours, when he asked the yeas son, late President of the United States. Mr. pass as long as there remained a shadow of
this notice, made by a few dozen of interest this way.
and nays on his resolution.
Rives of Virginia, rose and addressed the doubt as to the integrity of the conduct of the ed individuals, in opposition to the wishes
The question was pronounced out of order
The yeas and nays being ordered, the ques Senate in an appropriate Eulogy of the de Government of the U. S. in Ahis matter. He
and no reply was made to it.
and
solemn
protest
of
the
whole
nation.
If
tion was taken on the rescinding resolution,; ceased. On his motion a committee of sev appealed even to the members from Georgia,
EVENING SESSION.
and decided as follows :
. I en, to be joined by the House, was appointed to defer any action on the bill until further this treaty, thus made, was enforced, it would
The bill to carry into effect certain Indi« '
Whatever we
Yeas—Messrs. King of Georgia, White—2. to consider and report what measures should information had been obtained in regard to be a foul blot on our name.
Treaties, returned from the Senate with aNays—28.
I be taken by Congress to testify their respect the treaty, and the manner in which it was might think of ourselves, other nations would mendments, was taken up, and the amend
regard us as mere buccaniers and pirates.
So the resolution was negatived.
for the memory of the deceased. This reso negociated.
For his own part, he would much rather be ments were concurred in.
Mr. Wright presented instructions he had I lution u«,,u
S been concurred in bv the
The committee then rose, and reported all compelled to drive these poor wretches out
having
So that the bill is past.
received from the3 legislature
Legislature of
New York
House, who
who added
added to the committee one the bills except the Indian Bill, viz : the Del
of New
York House,
The bill making additional appropriations
of their country, at the point of the bayonet,
on this subject ; which -----1
1
•
1
were ordered to be member frojp each State, the committee sub- aware Breakwater and Harbor and River
than to deprive them of their possessions, for the Delaware Breakwater, and for bar- t
printed.
Bill ; the new Harbor Bill ; the Light House upon this miserable pretence of a treaty.
. [sequently, in the evening session, reported a
bors and rivers, returned with amendments, i,
Mr. Clay sug^gested the propriety of taking joint resolution, directing that the chairs of Bill ; the Bill for making certain Military
The committee then rose, without taking was taken up, and the Senate amendments f
up the expunging
ng resolution, so as to dispose , the President of the Senate, and the Speaker Roads ; and the Bill for the continuation of any question on the bill, and
were concurred in.
of the whole business.
.
of the House be dressed in mourning, that the Cumberland Road.
The House then (it being after midnight)' After various proceedings, in the course of •
All. Clayton moved to take up the resold- the members of the two Houses wear the
Mr. Wise offered a Resolution, calling up- adjourned.
which two calls of the House took place, in
tion as he had received instructions to vote customary
-----1badge
’
of mourning for thirty days, on l^e President to communicate to this
order to obtain a quorum, [the committee
against it, and wished to record his vote.
| that it be recommended to the people of the I H°use
the information which he had sent
having risen for that purpose] on motion of
THURSDAY, JUNE 30.
After some conversation between Mr. ! United States to wear that badge for the same t0 tJie Senate, in relation to the Treaty with
Mr. Cambreleng, tho bill for the re-organizaWright, Mr. Benton and Mr. Clayton, it was period, and that the President be requested ' the Cherokees,
The bill to extend the charters of the Dis tion of the Land Office, and the bill supple
r’u—lately
‘----ratified.
’
fixed that the resolution should be taken up I? to communicate
in mu i vatu this
mi» resolution, witn
The resolution was agreed to, and the trict Banks was so amended as barely to ex mentary to the act making appropriation» for
with the conat 12 o’clock, to-morrow.
tend the charters to July 4,1838, and in that> the support of the government for 1836, were
Ii dolence of Congress, to the widow of the de- House, al 9 o’clock, adjourned.
rv/i r./■»
’ I ' L> ir.
I . .•
On motion of Mr. Ruggles, a bill for the ; /Iceased.
form passed. The bill making appropria reported to the House, and they were, by aid )
Phis resolution was unanimously abuilding of a Patent Office, was taken up.
j dopted, in each House.
tions for Indian treaties was debated at great of the previous question, ordered to a third
Sundry bills, of
TUESDAY, JUNE 28.
Air. Ruggles then, by general consent, mov- j
considerable importance, were considered
On motion
ofMr. x.xuovu
Mason ui
ofVa.,
Com- length, on the motion of Mr. Adams to strike reading, and passed.
nciu considered
. -----------» a., the
mo vumed to insert a proviso that a contract shall be I and passed. On motion of Mr. Davis
a bill nmtee
Foreign Relations was discharged out the appropriation for the Cherokee trea
A struggle here took place between mem
made for the building for $108,000.
reported by the committee of manufactures i f"roin
further consideration of the petition ty. Mr. Wise, in the evening session, spoke bers, for different bills, which consumed
The amendment was agreed to.
to explain the acts imposing duties on im- , of sunc,ry merchants of New York, asking three hours in opposition to the bill. Mr. much time.
The bill was passed by the following vote : ports, so as to prevent an evasion of the du- ! ^pngress to provide some means for indem Adams’ amendment was rejected, and the
Yeas-20. JVays-11.
ties on woollen goods, was taken up, ordered n5fication
destruction of their prop- bill was passed to be engrossed by a vote of
Duelling.—The late Duel, at Washington,
to a third reading, and subsequently passed. erty at Antwerp ;‘ and
~ ’ the
’ same was referred 125 to 43. It was read a third time and pass —between two Members of Congress, By
At half past 12, the bills expected from the to the President of the United States, it being ed—yeas 127, nays 54.
num and Jennifer, which was a most ndmWEDNESDAY, JUN E 29.
The message from the
President, an lous farce, has been quickly followed by an
House
having been received, the Senate adj. a matter of négociation.
Mr. Wall asked and obtained leave to in
nouncing
the
death
of
Mr.
Madison
being
On motion of Mr. Cambreleng, the Com
other between two beardless boys, Sherburne
troduce a bill supplementary to the act to
mittee of the Whole was discharged from the read in the House, Mr. Patton, of Virginia, and Key, in detailing which, our desire to
FRIDAY, JULY 1.
regulate the deposites of the public money ;
the Representative of the district in which
On motion of Mr. Webster, the Senate further consideration of the bill in relation to Mr. Madison resided, and Mr. Adams, of ridicule the practice of duelling is repressed
which was read twice, and referred to the
Committee on Finance.
proceeded to the election of a President pro unavailable funds in the Treasury, and au Massachusetts, addressed the House with by the consideration, that it was a bloody iraOn motion of Air. Webster, the Senate tem.; and the ballots being counted, the votes thorizing a compromise of all old outstanding some remarks on the character and services gedy. One of these has deliberately killed
I claims ; and the same was brought into the
his fellow in the field, and the dead body of
proceeded to consider a bill from the House, appeared to be as follows :
of the deceased.—Mr. Patton moved a resolu the victim, borne home to his father’s house,
HoySe ‘for
For Mr. King, of Alabama,
99•j 7^°/
w\ consideration, but was laid on the
making appropriations for certain fortifica
tion
similar
to
that
passed
in
the
Senate,
and
For Mr. Southard,
14ta
fo£ the present.
gave his family the first notice that the two ;
tions.
*4 1 r The Speaker presented a communication the measures already stated, were adopted. young fools had any difference. And, indeed,
Scattering,
Mr. Calhoun moved to recommit the bill
The House adjourned at 1 o’clock at night.
it is not at all likely that they really had any
So that Mr. King, of Alabama, was uc- i from the President of the United States, transto the Committee on Finance, principally on
thing worth differing about. It was, we sup
the ground that the lateness of the session clared to be duly elected President of the I »Tutting a report from the Secretary of War,
pose, some foolish point of honor, between
FRIDAY, JULY 1.
rendered it impossible that the amount can Senate, pro tem., and was conducted to the containing the information called for by a
resolution of the House yesterday, in relation
be expended this season. Instead 'of three chair by Air. White.
Mr. Lewis said he held in his hand a most two young midshipmen, neither of whom
to the Cherokee treaty lately ratified ; which
millions, he was willing to go as far as one
extraordinary and interesting document in could probably give a decent definition of the
TEXAS.
was ordered to lie on the table.
million.
relation toevents connected with the Creek word.
Mr. Preston moved the Senate to take up
The House, in further execution of the war. He sent it to the chair to be read, and
[Since writing the above, we learn that the
Air. Clayton explained, that the cause of the resolution of the Committee on Foreign
special order, proceeded to the consideration stated that he should oiler a resolution on the dispute was about Steam Boat racing—that
the increased appropriation was the failure Relations on the subject of Texas.
of the “ bill making additional appropriations
of the appropriation bill of last year.
He
subject, which, he hoped, would lead to no S. gave K. the lie : K. challenged; S. declin
Mr. Preston made some remarks, in the
ed ; his brother Mids called him a coward;
. wished to amend the bill by adding a section course of which he stated that he had with for the Delaware Breakwater, and for certain debate.
prohibiting the payment of any of the money difficulty restrained himself from offering an harbors, and removing obstructions in and at
[The memorial which was read is from he then accepted, fired, and K. fell; S. went to
to the disbursing officers, except so fast as amendment to recognize the independence of the mouths of certain rivers,” reported with the citizens of Georgia and Eastern Alaba him, took him by the hand, and asked his
the progress of the works rendered it neces Lexas immediately. He gave a brief narra amendments from the Committee of the ma, and represents that the Indian hostilities forgiveness, which he refused, and threaten
Whole.
sary.
in which the people of that country are in ed to pursue him with vengeance in the other
tive of the events of the Revolution in Texas,
After several amendments were concurred volved were caused by individuals jointly as world.]—Portsmouth Journal.
Air. Clay thought the amendment a proper and stated that he had this morning received
in, the main question was ordered to be put
one. But he wished to call the attention of authentic information, in the form of a letter
sociated under the name of Land companies,
—yeas 106, nays 78.
the Senate to the extraordinary appropria from Mr. Austin, which confirms the state
whose proceedings and contracts were of the
fall Elections.—Our opponents sre
The
bill
was
ordered
to
be
engrossed
for
tions made at this session. The amount ap ment that Gen. Filasola had carried into ef
most nefarious character. The memorialists busy with their preparations for the contest
a third reading-yeas 126, nays 64.
ask Congress to institute an investigation in which is soon to take place. They are call
propriated by the bills passed, up to the 25th fect the armistice agreed on between the TexEVENING SESSION.
inst., was twenty-five millions; the bills ian Government and Santa Anna. This
to the circumstances which, as they repre ing their primary meetings—marshalling and
The House resumed the consideration of
which had come in since comprised eight treaty Mr. P. regarded as amounting to a re
sent, will not fail to exhibit a state of facts of numbering their troops, and seem determined
millions, making thirty three millions ; and cognition on the part of Mexico of the inde the Delaware Breakwater Bill, and it was the most revolting character. They intimate to maintain their ascendency in this State al
read
a
third
time
and
passed
without
a
count.
when the Indian appropriations, for the pendence of Texas. The Vice President of
that the press of that country is entirely un
The House then took up the bill making der the control of these heartless agitators, all hazards. Well, we don’t know as we can
Cherokees and Creeks, shall be added, the to Texas was about to proceed to Vera Cruz to
promise our friends, even with their best ex
appropriations
for
the
improvement
of
certain
tal amount will be from forty to forty five enforce from the mouths of the Texian guns
and that, through bribery and corruption, all ertions, much hope of success, but this we do
harbors
for
the
year
1836,
and
for
other
pur

millions—a sum larger than is expended by the conclusion of a definitive treaty of peace
the channels of information to the Public know, that we are ready to unite with
poses.
the British Government, exclusive of the in between the two countries.
and to the Government on this subject are any and all good whigs in a strong effort to
The
bill
was
read
a
third
time,
and
the
closed.]
terest and management of the public debt
He concluded with offering to amend the
maintain, at least, the character of a respec
and the pension list. He reminded the Sen resolution by adding an expression of the question being on its passage, Mr. Hawes
Mr. Lewis then offered a resolution, which table minority, if we cannot thereby obtains
moved
to
recommit
the
bill
with
instructions
ator from New York (Mr. Wright) that he gratification which the Senate felt on hearwas read, as follows :
to reduce all the appropriations one half in e Resolved, That the memorial of certain majority of the suffrages of the people in fa
had estimated eighteen millions as the maxi n?g
9leIc(?urse taken by the President of
vor of our candidates and our principles.
amount,
and
to
strike
out
all
the
appropria

mum, and that the calculation of the Secre the United States to obtain information of the
citizens of Alabama and Georgia, respecting
If it is the intention of the whigs of Maine
tions
for
the
state
of
New
York.
tary of the Treasury was that the expendi situation of Texas.
alleged frauds in the purchase of the reserva to make this struggle, they have no time to
Mr.
Sutherland
moved
the
previous
ques

tures would be little more than one-third of
The amendment was agreed to
tion, which was recorded. The main ques tions of the Creek Indians, and the causes of Jose. Every day that is suffered to pass in
the present amount. How are we to spend
Mr. Preston asked for the yeas ’and nays on
their present hostilities, be referred to the inactivity, only renders it the more improba
four millions and a half during the season? the resolution ; which were ordered, and the tion was ordered to be put.
President of the United States ; and that he ble that we shall accomplish our object. Let
The question was taken by yeas and nays,
He had heard that one of the objects of these question being taken, was decided as follows:
be requested to cause such measures to be us then arouse ourselves,—that when the con
on
the
passage
of
the
bill,
and
decided
in
the
appropriations was, before a certain bill
taken for investigating these transactions, and test is passed, we may be enabled, if not to
Yeas—39. So the resolution was unani affirmative—yeas 99, nays 85.
which has been called for by the voice of the mously adopted.
for the prosecution of the persons engaged in celebrate the triumph of good principles—of
The
House
then
took
up
the
bill
making
country (the deposite bill) should go into op
them, who may have been guilty of any justice and honesty, over the downfall of poAir. Leigh, on leave, introduced a bill to ex
eration, to draw these large sums from the tend the privilege of franking to D. T. Aladi- appropriations for light houses, beacon lights, breaches of the laws, as may appear to be j, litical dishonesty, intrigue and corruption, and
light
boats,
and
the
surveys
of
certain
har

Treasury, and placethem in Banks where son during her life ; and the hill was read
proper, and within the power of the Execu deception—to rejoice that we have not been
bors, reported from the committee of the tive.
exorbitant interest can be made upon the three times and passed.
remiss in our exertions—that we have done
whole, with certain amendments.
People’s money.
He expressed regret that
Mr. Webster, from the Committee on Fi
Mr. L. expressed the hope that the matter all in our power to open the eyes of our fel
The amendments were concurred in, and
the fortification bill of the last vear had fail
would be thoroughly investigated, and that lows, and to maintain to the last, the charac
nance, reported a bill from the House making the bill ordered to a third reading.
ed, but the failure of that bill did not render
the individuals who had been guilty of exci ter and integrity of our party.—Bangor Whig*
appropriations for the West Point Academy,
Read
a
third
time
and
passed.
it necessary to swell the appropriations in the
ting the hostility of the Creeks might be
and the bill was taken up, considered as in
bill to such an enormous extent. He called Committee of the Whole, and ordered to a
brought to condign punishment.
Gold coinage.— During the last week, th*
on the friends of the Administration to think third reading. The bill was then read a
.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29.
This proposition was finally modified by
Mr. Briggs asked leave to offer a resolution the consent of the mover so as to refer the unprecedented sum of $349,895 has been
coined in gold, at the Mint of the U, States
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,wn8 debate, chiafl
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1 committee of the
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, in the purchase of
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re forming, sufficiently »J
ed motives, to control tL|
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Jackson Van fiuftüN Oonvénïîon.—A tation i
SSÄtS»!*?«« TRUSSES. rOBK MAUVrACTVKiro
Convention of Van Buren Delegates from the < bringing
the power and patronage of office
SATURDAY, JULAr 9, 1836.
several towns in this County was held at Al into conflict with the freedom of elections,’as For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
COMPAN V.
Hernia or Rupture.
B Ilíj STOCKHOLDERS of the York
Congress.—-The first session ofthe twenty fred, in compliance with previous public no exhibited in the doings of this convention
HIS article i ’
fourth Congress probably closed on Monday tice, on the 4th inst. Nathan Clifford hut we have not room to-day.
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honoralast. The diary ofthe proceedings ofthe two (Attorney General) was chosen President, and
The Milledgeville Recorder, of the 21st
Houses during the week ending on the 2d Elisha Bodwell, Post-Master of Shapleigh,
? .... - Jursday the 21st day of July next,
ult., says that Gen. Jessup marched from
A’ese ¡_entS have been submitted to |j nt eleven o clock t
A. M. for the choice of offiinstant, in the preceding columns, will be and William Hammond, of Eliot, were ap Tuskegee with 700 white men and 500
i cers for the ensuing year, and for the trans
pointed Secretaries.
found to possess much interest,
friendly Indians, and succeeded in decoying the test ot experiment, in that city and other action of such other business as may legally
The following gentlemen were nominated and taking prisoners Neath-Mathla and his places, for about 2 years, under the observa
We improve this occasion to tender our
come before them.
as
candidates for the several offices to be fill son, and adds that the capture of that Indian tion of some of the first surgeons of that
CHARLES BRADBURY, President,
acknowledgments to Messrs. Sheeley and
place
;
whose
unqualified
recommendation
chief
will
tend
greatly
to
bring
hostilities
to
a
J. M. BATCHELDER, Clerk.
Ruggles, Senators from this State, and ed on the second Monday in September close, as he is the very soul of the hostile I they have obtained, as being the best article
June 24,1836.
Messrs. Fairfield, Evans and Bailey, of next:—For Senators, Messrs. Stephen Wood party. The same paper adds that Gen. Scott Í ever offered to the public : having been found,
man, jr. of Buxton, Levi J. Ham of Newfield, was sent for from Fort Mitchell that morning 1 in a large proportion ofthe cases, not only to
the House of Representatives, for their po
Si», Cotto» ff
liteness in forwarding us, during the session, &> Samuel Mildram of Wells. The selection and had gone there ; that the troops at Fort I afford immediate relief to that distressing and
SSosg&n €o,
of the third candidate was attended, we un Jones, consisting of the Gwinnett, Monroe, dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use
many interesting and valuable Public Docu
ST7iHE<Y Dye and finish in the best manner1
to
effect
a
radical
cure
:
and
thus
render
th
e
and
part
of
the
Stewart
companies,
had,
while
derstand, with considerable difficulty. On
.
Broadcloths,
Cassimeres, Shawls,
ments, papers, &c.
scouting, another brush with the Indians, and longer wearing of the instrument unnecessary.
the first balloting, in committee, John G. been overpowered, and compelled to return
The Committee of the Philadelphia Med batins, Sarsnets, Crapes, PIush, Velvets, Silk
Political Movements.—A Van Buren Perkins of Kennebunk-port received 22 to the Fort; and that Commissary James H. ical Society, who were appointed to investi & Cotton Shawls, Hosiery, Ribbons,
County Convention for Kennebec, met at votes; Samuel Mildram of Wells 23, and Warren, formerly of Pulaski, is said to have gate the merits of the various instruments in &c., &c., at the lowest rates. A list of pri
been killed.
use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in ces to be seen at the store of J. G. Perkins,
Augusta on Monday last. Alfred Pierce, Al- there were a few scattering. Several other
The rumor that 2000 Creeks had crossed favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report, where orders for dyeing or cleansing any
pheus Lyon and Joseph Stuart were nomina ballotings were had, at each of which Mr. the Chattahochee on their way to Florida is contained in the February No. ofthe Ameri description of Silk, Cotton and Woollen goods
ted for Senators ; Benjamin Wales for Regis Mildram gained a little, until the committee incorrect. It originated from the crossing can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem will be received and sent to Boston, where
ter of Deeds; Isaac Gage for County Treas finally agreed to recommend him as the third party of Indians, encountered by Capt. Gar- bers of the medical profession are here re they will be promptly done and returned to
this place.
ferred.
urer ; Reuel Williams for Elector of Presi candidate for Senator. John Fairfield of many, whose trail has been distinctly traced
Kennebunk-port, July 2, 1836.
These instruments can only be used, with
recrossing the Chattahoochee.
dent and Vice President.
Saco,- (a lawyer)—was nominated for re-e
the greatest prospect of success, under the
Bist of* Betters
The Creek War.—The frigate Constellation care of a person well acquainted with the An
Gen. Alfred Marshall, of China, was nom lection as Member of Congress—Benjamin J.
in the Post Office at North Ber
atomy
of
the
diseased
parts.
inated for Member of Congress for Waldo Herrick of Alfred—(an office holder)—was was at Pensacola June 16. Her crew was to
wick, Me. June 30, 1836.
They
are
also
highly
recommended
by
be distributed in three steamboats to co-oper
A. B. C. E. F. G.
District, by a Van Buren Convention held at nominated for Register of Deeds ; Mr. Good
ate with Gen. Jessup, on the Chattahoochee. Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan &
LIVER APPLEBEE, John Applebee,
win
,
the
present
incumbent,
declining
a
re

Knox last week. Joseph Hall, the present
They were to have fifty men each, in addition Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio
Joseph Anderson, George Andrews,
incumbent, and H. J. Anderson, of Belfast, election. This nomination was not, we learn, to their ordinary crews, and to carry three Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant, Elijah Allen, jr. Wells, Ephraim Allen, Levi
surgeons
of
the
U.
S.
Navy.
six
pounders.
Abbot,—Samuel Brackett, Anna Brackett,
were also candidates for nomination. The unanimously concurred in. The most prom
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr.
The Globe publishes a General Order of
convention balloted several times. The Van inent of the unsuccessful aspirants, and there Gen. Scott’s, dated at Columbus June 20, or Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent John Brackett, Joel Bidings, 2, Samuel Bur
bank, 4, Abigail P. Butler, Berwick, Sally W.
Buren paper, published at Belfast, says there were several, was George W. Came, Esq. of dering the militia and regular troops by de ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the Brown,—Belinda Clark, Thomas J. Cutts —
above
committee,
and
Dr.
Hays,
editor
of
were 5 more votes given on the last balloting Alfred. Mr. Burbank was nominated for tachments, as fast as they could be armed
Mary Estes, Nicholas Estes, Abigail Earl, Jo
the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi
than there were members of the Convention re-election as County Treasurer, and Shel and equipped, on this side of the Chattahoo cine, that the confidence of the profession in seph Emery,—Caleb Ford, jr. Sarah Ford,
Oliver Fernaid, Moses Furbish,—Samuel
don Hobbs, Esq. for Elector of President and chee, to Roanoake, and a point below. This
present.
looks as if the Indians had made a movement the utility and success ofthe instrument had Gubtail, Berwick, Mercy Gray, 2, Priscilla L«
Vice President.
been increasing since the report of that com Gray.
towards Florida.—Boston Daily Adv.
(fy^Ylie Board of Aidermen of New York
mittee.
The last number of the Democrat, the or
H. K. L. M. ZP. R. S. T. W.
’
city have at last succeeded in obtaining a
These instruments will be applied and fit
Abraham Henderson, Silas Hall, Benjamin
gan ofiAe party in this County, does not con
Texas.—The Texian Commissioners who ted to each case by the subscriber.
President. On the evening of the 1st inst.
Hurd, Abigail Hurd, Peter Hurd,—Dorothy
lately arrivea
arrived ai
at i\ew
New Orleans, and are now
tain the official account of the proceedings, itticiy
BURLEIGH SMART.
Knox, Old Berwick,—Noah Littlefield, Ea whig member of the Board moved that Mr.
on
their
way
to
Washington,
state
that
an
arKennebunk,
July,
1836.
and we are, consequently, unable to inform
phraim Littlefield,—Ephraim Morrell, Daniel
Varian, a Van Buren member, be appointed
mestice had been entered into with Gen. San
M’Crillis, Olive Moulton,—Lydia Peasly,
our readers how large a proportion ofthe ta Anna, the terms of which had been acce
President, which was carried.
Wedicines, Paints and Oil. Samuel Pray, Daniel Penn v,—Nathaniel
meeting was made up of United Statesand ded to by Gen. Filasola, according to which
HAVING taken the stand formerly occu Remick,—Peter Stillings,"Samuel G. Smith,
05^Whig State Convention, recently State officers. There is no doubt that a suffi hostilities were to be suspended—the Mexi
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber Francis Snow, Benjamin G. Twombly, Ber
held at Dover, Delaware, nominated Corne cient number of these ‘ «ervants ofthe Peo can troops were to withdraw beyond the offers articles in the above line cheap for cash. wick, William Weymouth, 3di—52 Letters
Bravo del Norte, and the Texian prisoners
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
lius P. Comegys for the office of Governor, ple’ attended, to manage the concern, and to were to be set at liberty in exchange for an
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es
and John J. Milligan for re-election as render the “ Convention of the Democratic equal number of Mexicans.
of betters
teemed article for all kinds of humors and
Member of Congress. The convention also Republicans of York County,” a mere or
Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk.
Chronic Rheumatism ;
HYMENEAL
nominated candidates for Electors of Presi gan for the issuing of their commands'—an
Maine, June 30, 1836.
English Extract of the same article ;
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
Marshall’s do.
do.;
dent and Vice President.
instrument for the accomplishment of their
MARRIED—In Boston, 29th ult. Mr. Alexan
OHN L. ALLEN,—Capt. Joseph Burn
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine ;
der
Wadsworth,
to
Miss
Mary
Elizabeth
Hub

purposes—a machine, all the motions ot
ham, Mrs. Mary Bracket, Miss Betsey
Lignum Vi tee Wood ; China Root ; Sassa
Steam-Boat Disaster.—The steamboat
which they regulated. The Convention, we bard, daughter of John Fairfield, Esq.
Butler,—Timothy D. Chamberlain, Charles
Rob Roy, from New Orleans for Louisville,
In this town,ou Sunday morning last, by Mr. fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases ofthe Clarke, John Chick, James Cousens,—Sam
met with a serious disaster on the 9th ult. a are told, was well attended—that is one or Wm. M. Bryant, Mr. Jonas Kimball, to Miss skin and liver ;
uel Drown, Alvah Dow, John Drew, Miss
Eunice Mitchell, both of this town.
more
delegates
were
sent,(or
went
of
their
own
few miles above Columbia. The flues of one
Hannah E. Durrell, Miss Lydia A. Durrell,
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
In Alfred, 26th ult. by Rev. Mr. Butler, Mr.
accord,)
from
every
town
in
the
county,
mak

Samuel Tripp, merchant, of Great Falls, N. H.
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary root— Miss Miranda Durrell,—Asa Fairfield, 2, Ivo
of her boilers collapsed, tearing off the boiler
to Miss Dorcas Clark of Sanford.
ry Fry,—Ivory Gillpatrick, Miss Elizabeth
used for internal humors ;
heads at both ends. The water and steam ing a total of some 120 or 130 individuals.
In Saco, Mr. Abraham Dearborn, to Miss Sa
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a celebrated Gillpatrick.
This
was
not,
it
will
be
recollected,
one
of
rushed in with great force, and many per
rah Chapman.
H. I. J. K. L. M.
article for Urinary diseases ;
In Biddeford, Mr. Benaiah Goodwin, to Miss
sons on deck were badly scalded. The boat those meetings of the People which afore
Rev. James Harrington, Amos Hutchins, jr.
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions.
Martha
Rice.
time appeared to be so popular with the Dem
Ichabod Horn,—Miss Olive Jones,—Israel
was towed into Columbia the same afternoon
Preparations & Chemic Kimball, Miss Eliza Kimball,—Ai Littlefield,
ocratic Republicans, but a convention of del
and every care taken of the sufferers. On
OBITUARY.
als, &c.
Samuel H. Littlefield, Miss Olive Littlefield,
egates from each town, not exceeding a cer
the 10th, seventeen had died and several oth
English
Confection
of Senna—a pleasant Mrs. Mariah Littlefield, Miss Joanna Larra
tain number designated by the office-holders.
DIED
—
In
North
Berwick,
4lh
inst.
Miss
A
bi

ers were not expected to recover.
Laxative ;
bee,—Miss Mary Morrill, Miss Sarah J.
—We have before suggested the reasons for gail Fernalü, aged 28 years.
March.
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
In
Dover,
Mrs.
Durrell,
consort
of
Hon.
D.
ffZ*’H’ appears by a statement from the the sudden change of opinion, on the part of M. Dureli.
N. O P. Q. R. S.
Anderson’s, Family, Ami-Dyspeptic Pills ;
Clement Noble, Thomas L. Neal, Mrs. ParFemale and Stomachic Pills ;
.
.. . the
. public
... money the leaders of the ‘ democratic* forces,in rela
Treasury Department,
that
In Andover, Dea. Isaac Abbott, 91.
He was
The latter of which is a very efficient and thenia Nason,—Rev. Carleton Parker, Charles
in deposite on the 1st of June last, amounted tion to the mode of calling meetings of the one of the last to leave the field at the Bunker
pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and Penne], Miss Sarah Pike,—Rev. Luke P.
Hill battle.
to the enormous sum offorty one millions of• People for the purposes of an interchange of
In Eliot, Hannah Shapleigh, aged 2 years, Stomachic derangements which are fashion Rand, Samuel Rice, James K. Remich, Mrs.
views on political questions, the selection daughter of Capt. James S. Tobey.
dollars,
Elizabeth Robinson, Mrs. Ruth Robinson,—
ably termed liver complaints ;
The Stomachic pills generally increase the Mrs. Eliza Simpson, Mrs. Sarah S. Smith,
of candidates, &c. A convention assembled
A severe hail storm, accompanied with
in compliance with a general invitation, ex
Death of President Madison.—On Tuesday appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and Elias Stevens.
T. U. y. W. X. Y. z.
strengthen the stomach and regulate the
a high wind and thunder and lightning, visit
tended to all the members of the party, was last, June 28, James Madison, the fourth Presi bowels.
Rev. Shubal Tripp, Benjamin Tripp, John
dent of the United States, died at Montpelier, in
ed Norridgewock, Bloomfield and the neigh
not, probably, found so easy to manage as one Orange County, Virginia, in the 86th year of his
P. Tebbets, David Thompson, Mrs. Lois
Head ache and Pile Pills;
boring towns, in Somerset county, on Satur
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and Temple,—Timothy Varney, 2,—Rev. G. W.
composed of a limited number of delegates, age. He was one of the framers of the Consti
day last. Much glass was broken,—many
tution of the United States, and the last survi
Wells, James Woodman, Mrs. S. W. Watts.
in the selection of which the office-holders vor of the members of that convention. He back, weakness at the stomach and lungs ;
Anodyne Liniment : one of the best exter56 Letters.
fields of corn and grain were seriously injur
might well calculate upon exerting such an was one of the distinguished champions of the nal applications for Rheumatic and other
JAMES OSBORN, Jun. P. M.
ed and several entirely destroyed.—A girl,
constitution,
at
the
time
of
its
adoption
and
in
influence as to secure a majority favorable to
pains and stiffness ;
concert with Hamilton and Jay, produced the
aged 15 years, was struck by lightning, in
Mst of letters
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
their views. What other reason could have Essays published under the designation of the
Mercer, during the shower. She remained
Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
induced them to abandon a course, which Federalist. On the adoption of the constitution
port, July 1, 1836.
German Loco Focos ;
apparently lifeless for about 5 minutes after
they had repeatedly pronounced the most re he was for a number of years a distinguished
B. Ci D. E.
London Lucifers, warranted ;
the shock, when medical aid was obtained publican that could be devised, and which, member of Congress for Virginia, under the ad
]O1SS L,JCY BUTLER,—George Cole,
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid ;
ministrations ot Washington and Adams, and
and animation was restored. It is hoped she by calling together such immense numbers Secretary of State during the whole administra
Prot Acetate of Mercury ; Black Oxide do ; IvJL Joseph Curtis, Miss Elizabeth Chalwill recover.
und,—Julies Dorman,—Bradbury Emerson.
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do ;
of active and zealous political friends from tion of Mr. Jefferson. He was inaugurated as
G. H. J. L.
President ofthe United States in March 1809,
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for cleansing
(tZ“The Legislature of New Hampshire all sections of the county, was always attend and after filling the office for two terms, was brass with one quarter of the labor.
Mrs. Abigail Goodwin,—Joshua Harris,—=
adjourned on the 16th ult. after a session of ed, according to their accounts, with so many succeeded in it by Mr. Monroe in 1817. Since
James Jaques,—Jesse Larrabee, Samuel Lew
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa;
is.
x
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
17 days, to meet again in November next. invigorating and soul-stirring incidents ?— that period, he has declined taking any part in
public life, with the exception, we believe, of
M. P. S. T.
Nursing Bottles and Tubes ; Nipple shells
Fifteen Manufacturing companies were in The mode of calling a County Convention once serving as a delegate to a State conven
Daniel Mitchell, Jotham March,—Israel
and shields of various kinds ; Breast Glasses;
corporated during the session. A bill to in may, perhaps, be considered an unimportant tion, for amending the constitution of Virginia. Bed pans and Urinals; Issue Peas ; Hat Pierce, John G. Perkins, John Peabody,
He was equally distinguished by his talents and
corporate the Free Will Baptist Book Concern matter, and so in most cases it is—but the virtues
in the various important stations which ease for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beaters Thomas S. Perkins, Mrs. Lorenzo Parsons,
was rejected on its third reading. The prin peculiar circumstances under which our ex he filled, and by his amiable and exemplary char- 1skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial Mrs. Mary A. Pitts,—John W. Smith,—Mo
ses Thompson.
wounds.
cipal objection to it, according to the Ports clusively democratic brethren abandoned a acter in private life.—Boston Daily Adv.
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
Lip
Salve
—
warranted
to
cure
common
sore
mouth Journal, was that the newspaper pub course which they had lauded so much,
lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual
leaves
room
for
conjecture,
at
least,
that
such
SHIP
NEWS
lished by that denomination of Christians had
for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous
HE subscriber, about removing, would
promiscuous assemblages were found to be
sores.
been open to the abolitionists.
KENNEBUNK, JULY 9, 1836.
give notice to all persons indebted to
Groceries.
even too democratic for the purposes of the
him, that he has left his Notes and Accounts
Hubbard, the person who set fire to the leaders. Some attended for an interchange
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
ARRIVED.
in the hands of Edward E. Bourne, Esq.
United States Treasury Department at Wash
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil of Nutmegs ;
July 5—Brigs Ponce, Davis, Ponce, P. R.
for collection,—(no expense if paid previous
ington, was arrested in New Orleans on the of opinions and not to ratify the doings of a June 12—Vessels left before reported.
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
9th ult. The Bee says, he was traced to that few ambitious office-holders, and had enough
Essence of Rose and Rose water ; Ginger ; to the 1st day of July next.)
Cadmus, Hutchins, New York.
J. G. MAYO.
place by an officer named Kelley, who, sus of fearless independence to expose and de
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root ;
6—Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston.
Kennebunk, May 27, 1836.
pecting that he would probably call at the nounce, in the very heart of the camp, the
Citron
;
Dried
Apricots,
a
superior
article
MEMORANDA.
Post Office for letters addressed to a certain
for pies ;
aco, June 29.—Ar. schs. May-flower, Eme
NOTICE.
individual, communicated the same to the management of the self-constituted party ry,SBoston
Cured Cocoa ; Shells ; Chocolate ;
;
Elizabeth,
Leavitt,
Salem
;
Isabella,
HE subscriber having contracted with
Postmaster, who caused him to be arrested leaders. This would not answer. A differ Stevenson, Boston ; 30th, schs. Marcia, Smith,
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use
the town of Waterborough, for the
the moment he presented himself. He con ent order of things was found to be necessa Boston ; Ant, Pike, do. ; Messenger, Leavitt, do.; of invalids.
BURLEIGH SMART.
support of Sarah Ann Wilherell, a pauper, for
fesses his guilt and promises to make known ry to save the aristocracy from such annoy Friendship, Moore, do.; Bolivar, Philbrook, do.;
Kennebunk, July 9, 1836.
one year, hereby gives notice that he has
his accomplices.
Eagle, Benson, do.; Agawam, Crosby, Eastman ;
ances and to keep them secure in their places sloop Joseph, Benson ; 1st inst. schs. Betsey,
made suitable provision for her support, and
BRYANT & WARREN hereby forbids all persons harboring or trust
The Post states that the President has de of power and profit. This manœuvre is de Pike, Boston ; Sally, Davis, do. ; 2d, schs. Hel
AVE now on hand and will constantly ing her on his account, or on account of the
clined accepting Mr. Henshaw’s resignation
serving of attention as exhibiting the true len, Hartman, Philadelphia; Content, Chase,
keep a good supply of
of the office of Collector of the Port of Bos
town, as he will pay no bill for her support.
Dennis ; Congress, Perkins, Boston ; Mercator,
ton, and that agreeably to the solicitations of character of the men who make so many loud Smith, do. ; 4th, schs. Relief, Chase, Dennis;
Brogs & Medicines,
NEAL CHADBOURN.
Waterborough, July 1, 1836.
the Executive, Mr. H. will continue to occu professions of their love of republican forms Echo, Jordan, Boston ; Delaware, Waite, Phila which they offer for sale on as good terms as
py his official station for the present. A multi and institutions. That alone is Republican delphia.—Sailed, 28th ult. schs. Angerona, Jor as can be purchased in any other place.
JVOTICE.
—also—
plicity of applications for the same office, gen which tends ta increase or continue their dan, Boston ; Henry, Morrill, do. ; Adno, March,
do.; 30th, sch. Norway, Emery, Boston ; 1st
HE Selectmen of Hollis hereby give no
erally results in the retention of the old in
Paints
and
Oils,
Bye-Stulls
inst. sch. May-flower, Emery, do.; 3d, schs.
power and emoluments.
tice that the village of Salmon Falls is
cumbent.
and Groceries 5
Messenger, Leavitt, do.; Sally, Davis, do.;
now clear from Small Pox—no case having
The wonder is not that ambitious men and Betsey, Pike, do.
among
which
are
Teas,
Coffee,
Sugar,
!
"
Gen. James Hamilton, of South Carolina,
Chocolate, Rice, &c. with a great variety of occurred for three weeks. The houses in
has explicitly contradicted the report that an unprincipled politicians can act with so little
Ar. at Boston, 4th, sch. Clara Fisher, of Wells, miscellaneous articles too numerous to men which persons afflicted with the disease liv
intrigue is on foot to displace Houston from consistency, but that honest and patriotic Littlefield, from New York.
ed, have been thoroughly cleansed and fumi
Ar. at Holmes’ Hole, 2d inst. brig Brutus, tion.
the command of the Texian army, and con voters will suffer themselves to be as clay in
gated by persons employed for that purpose
All
kinds
of
country
produce
taken
in
ex

from New York for this port.
fer the same upon him. Governor Hamilton
and under the inspection of two Physicians.
change
for
any
of
the
above
articles.
the
hands
of
these
political
potters,
to
be
Ar. at New Orleans, 18th ult. brig Rival,
speaks highly of the conduct of General
It is confidently believed that the village is
Kennebunk, July 9, 1836.
Houston, and declares that even the talked-of moulded to any pattern and converted to any Stone, Boston, via St. Josephs.
now free from all infection—that no farther
Ar. at Ponce, 20th ult. brig Overmann,
bribe of ten millions, would not move him purpose which they may desire. It needs
danger need be apprehended by travellers
from his propriety, in regard to any interfer but serious reflection upon facts, as ‘ apparent Gould, of this port, from Boston, via St Thom
through, or persons visiting for the transac
as.
ence with the hero of San Jacinto.
tion of business.
as the sun at noon-day,’ to convince the sup
HE subscriber having contracted with
ABRAHAM HALEY.
porters
of
the
administration
in
this
County
the town of Kennebunk, to support
The President has ordered the name of
MOSES SWETT.
NOTICE
Midshipman Sherburne, who lately killed his that they have been deceived and to influence
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
JOSEPH HALEY, 3d.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
comrade Key, in a duel, to be struck from them to abandon a cause inimical to the best
Hollis, June 29, 1836.
V1251VIJ IGI
LllC ZYIUJO-JLXVUOC,
for them at
at the
Alms-House, CUJU
and 1JUIUherethe rolls of the Navy.
S ABIGAIL, my wife, has left my bed I vision
interests of the People. Important elections
and board without my knowledge or by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
COFFEE
Crops in Western Pennsylvania.—The are approaching and it behooves every one
any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
consent, this is to forbid all persons trusting
Ulk BAGS of St. Domingo Coffee of a
Pittsburgh Advocate says that the crops of to think well of these things.
her on my account, as I will pay no debts count or on account of the town, as he will
superior quality, just received and
wheat in that section of country are promis
pay no bill fbr their support.
she contracts.
for sale by the bag at Boston price, by
It was our intention to have offered a few
ing beyond any former season, and bid fair
JAMES WARREN.
THOMAS S. PERKINS.
J.G. PERKINS
richly to reward the toils of the farmer.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
remarks upon the republican doctrine ofroKennebunk-port, July 1, 1836.
Kennebunk-port, July 9,1836.
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ot Nature^ Grand Genial Auxiliary ; a specif
ly deleterious,—so also lead, plaster of Par
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
PROBATE
NOTICES
Nos.
9
10,
Penhallow
-street,
POETRY.
is, the leaves of sloe, log-wood, and the like,
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi,
Portsmouth, (JV*. H.)
are added to spoiled wines and damaged cider At a Court of Prohate held at Saco, within and
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
[From the New-York Mirror.]
to make the common wines found in the gro for the County of York, on the first Mon ITirAS prepared and constantly on hand Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous affec
A POET’S WISH.
ceries and Hotels about the country ! And
day in June,in the year of our Lord eight JEJl and for sale, wholesale and retail, the tions. It is also for sale by most of the
Mine be a pretty country lass,
een hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. following Medicines :—
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
opium, India berry, hemlock, and other
With soft transparency of cheek,
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Through which, like red wine in a glass.
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
The following named persons are agents
poisonous substances are almost universally
I>ETSEY LITTLEFIELD, administra
The blushes eloquently speak.
v u'
q Tiulp I
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled for the above named medicines. In New
made use of, in the manufacture of ale, and te trix of the estate Jofr Whamd
S. Little- j for
fo,«owing complaintSi viz :_DyspepOf charms that will outlive the rose
Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
all the varieties of strong beer. Is then pure field, late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, !
Worn proudly by the city belle,
sia
or
Indigestion,
diseased Liver, Billious prey River ; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up.
alcohol with water, more to be dreaded than deceased, having presented her first account
When full of vanity, she throws
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; James
Round burning hearts her spell.
alcohol mixed and contaminated with these of administration of the estate of said deceas Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans
Fogg, Ossipee ; Win. Gault, Concord ; Wm
ed
for
allowance
:
poisonous substances ?
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth*
Mine be the company of books,
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
administra

The individual who takes the ground of
the side, stomach and breast, colds and John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover*
And one lair girl to read my lay ;
total abstinence will do well to avoid all trix give notice to all persons interested, by coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R. ¿ed
A smiling cot that overlooks
causing a copy of this order to be pub ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene.
Some Tone lake stretching far away,
substitutes and contaminations of alcohol as
lished three weeks successively in the Ken is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver
Whereon my bark,with sail of white,
well
as
alcohol
itself.
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
At times can wander from the strand,
The question then, fairly presents itself— in said county, that they may appear at surpass any thing heretofore known in re hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street
While glad waves in a song unite
What shall be the drink of those persons who a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk, moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill’
With low winds from the land.
been known to cure this afflicting disease, af Wm. Brown Washington st. and Geo. M*.
have abandoned alcohol in all its forms ? in said county, on the first Monday in Au ter having baffled every exertion for four Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr.
To gird my dwelling I would spare
gust
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
fore

To this question the temperance communi
years. It has a most powerful influence in Benjamin Plummer, Bangor; Artemas Car
Old giants of the forest dim,
ty would answer—“ principally water.7’ noon, and shew cause, if any they have, removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant ter and Runnells & Don ham, Portland •
For I am one who cannot bear
The prostrate trunk and cloven limb.
This is doubtless the natural drink of all an why the said account should not be allowed. to take and in its operation so much so, that Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
In hunting vesture I would brace
it may be administered to the infant with Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee, St. Ste
imals,— it is the purest and most appropri
A true copy—Attest,
My sinews on the hills at morn,
safety.
vens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr.
Co. Belfast*
ate drink in its natural state, as received
Wm. Cutter Allen. Register.
The red fox or the roe-buck chasa
Directions for receiving this or any other Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
from the fountain ; pure cold water, the
June 11.
With hound and mellow horn.
of the following named medicines accom Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm. Gooch,
greatest luxury in creation, incomparably
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates Wells; D. REMICH, Kennebunk; Oliver
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
al
York,
within
and
When Glory lights her dazzling torch,
more congenial to the taste of the thirsty man
for the County of York, on the first Mon of the efficacy of this medicine have been re Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel GerBliss dashes down the flowing bowl ;
than any other, however costly, and how
day in May, in the year of our Lord ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
The breathings of Ambition scorch
ever mixed to gratify taste. Yet water may
eighteen hundred and thirty six, by the talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs
The dewy verdure ofthe soul.
Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court : Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church : North Berwick ; Enoch Goodale, Saco*'
be cooked and still be a safe and healthy
Let others mix in worldly strife,
Self-wasting meteors to shine—
beverage. Prepared with tea or coffee, or JOANNA CHASE, administratrix of the also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman’
estate of Thomas Chase, late of Kittery, the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H. Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse'
The blessed quietude of life,
with aromatics and malt in small beer, it
Without its storms, be mine 1
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having
is both agreeable and harmless. With cold presented her second account of administra —Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes Taylor, Norridgewalk : Hanscornb & Quim<
food, the drink of invalids should generally tion of the estate of said deceased for allow senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth, by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton.TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
Q^AIl directions signed in the hand wrk
be warm. For such, week tea, coffee, or e- ance :
place ; which gentlemen it is well known ting of the proprietor.
if
[From the Boston Mercantile Journal.]
ORDERED—That the said administratrix here are as credible, respectable and compe
ven warm water with milk and sugar, is
Sept. 19.
It is all-important for those who have preferred to cold water; but with warm food give notice to all persons interested, by caus tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
been cured of intemperance, either in asy very few are affected unpleasantly by cold ing a copy of this order to be published three nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
lums, or by their own voluntary act, to know drinks, and water is the best of them.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East TO PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH THE FOLLOWhow they shall proceed in future, respecting
In very warm weather vegetable acids
ING COMPLAINTS, VIZ !
drinks. Some recommend wine to such add an agreeable quality to drinks, and to that they may appear at a Probate Court to Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re
Scrofula,
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the spectable persons.
Scurvy,
persons, some ale or strong beer, and others the healthy are generally safe, Great lati first Monday in August next, at ten of the
Leprosy,
Foul Festering E*
HOLMAN
’
S
BONE
OINTMENT.
cider.
tude may be allowed on the subject of clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
Salt Rheum,
ruptions,
This
Ointment
stands
at
the
head
of
all
The safest course, however, is to abstain drinks, provided water is the basis ; and no any they have, why the said account should
Pimpled and Carremedies for the following diseases which St. Anthony’s Fire,
wholly and totally from all alcoholic drinks. article should be taken, or will answer the not be allowed.
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism Fever Sores, even
bunded Faces,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
By which I mean all drinks that contain purpose of drink but watpr, whatever else
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
when the bones are Sore Eyes,
A true copy—Attest,
the principle, which by distillation produces may be added to it, to increase the variety,
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
affected,
Sore Legs,
alcohol. There is scarcely any disease to or improve the flavor.
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff White Swellings,
June 4.
Scald Head,
which the system is liable, if at all severe,
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
Violent Eruptions Venereal
Taints,
PROSPECTUS
lar
action.
that is not more likely to return a second
UNION ACADEMY. after Measles,
OF THE
when Mercury has
time by a repetition of the causes which
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses.
HE Trustees would inform the public MAINE MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
failed,
Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed Ulcers,
first produced it. The susceptibility to
that the Academy (which was sus
COMPRISING
and
all
disorders
arising
from an impure
Breasts
in
females
if
applied
in
its
early
stage,
The
Portland
Magazine
and
the
Eastern
Magazine.
disease is in this way increased.
Thus
pended for a few days in consequence of the
gout, and diseased liver and stomach, are sudden illness of Mr. Patten, the Preceptor,)
N the first day of July next, will be is prevents suppuration or matter forming, and state ofthe Blood and Humors—are assured
sued the first number of The Maine gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. that
more easily produced by vinous or spirituous is re-opened under the charge of Mr. Thomas
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
P.
E
merson
,
who
has
been
obtained
to
sup

DR. RELFE’S
M
onthly
Magazine, Edited by Charles
liquors, in those Who have been cured of
cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub
ply Mr. P’s. place.
Gilman.
these diseases, although the cure was com
The Trustees are happy in being able to
In order to form a Magazine worthy of lic with the full assurance that it far excels
plete. So rheumatism, inflammation of the state that they have the prospect of securing
Continue Unrivalled,
support, and creditable to a State, which, in the opodeldocs and liniments of the present
eyes, pleurisy, colic, &c. return very readi after this term, the permanent services of a other points of view, is attaining an import day, for the above diseases.— A trial is only for the Prevention, Relief, and Cure of these
ly by exposure to causes, which have on for gentleman, who, it is believed, will give sat ant rank in the Confederacy, the Proprietors wanted to give it the decided preference to
complaints.
mer occasions produced them. Contagious isfaction to all the patrons of the Institution. of ‘ The Portland Magazine,’ and ‘ The East every thing else. Many physicians of em
In proof of which read the following
inence
have
used
this
ointment
and
extol
its
THOS. O. LINCOLN, Secretary
diseases are exceptions to this rule ; such
ern Magazine’ have deemed it expedient to
(t/5’ Remar ¡cable cure of a case of 12 years
Board of Trustees.
unite these two periodicals under the above merits.
as small pox, measles, chin cough, &c. In
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car standing : Extract of a letter.
Kennebunk,
June
24,
1836.
general
title,
and
to
publish
the
united
work
these, the susceptibility is destroyed by the
Sir—“ My leg, which before did not look
simultaneously at Portland and Bangor. The riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his
power of disease, and is rarely produced aNOTICE.
contributors to the pages of these Magazines daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies like a human limb, is now entirely healed
gain. For the inebriate who is cured of his
up, (after resisting every other application
HE subscribers having been appointed comprise some of the best writers in the Un and envelopes each vial.
habits of intemperance, the label on all in
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this for 12 years !) Previous to taking your
by the Judge of Probate for York ion, who, it is confidently expected, will con
toxicating draughts should be “taste not,
County, Commissioners on the Estate of tinue their efforts. Arrangements have also preparation accompany each box. This oint Relfe’s Botanical Drops, I had given up all
handle not.” In this course there is safety,
been made to add others to the list, whose ment is safe and speedy in its operation, it hope of relief.”
HUGH M’CULLOCH,
and in no other. Even cider, although in late of Kennebunk, in said County, mer names are favorably known in the republic of contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
Another Case.
An Agent writes—
many instances it may be taken without dan chant, deceased, represented insolvent—here letters. Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, having relin gredients, so common in many ofthe popular <c There is a person taking the Botanical
ointments
in
use.
quished
the
editorial
department
to
Charles
ger, will induce in many others, a love of by give notice that six months are allowed
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in Drops, evidently with the greatest advan
something stronger, and as the natural ten said creditors to bring in and prove their Gilman, Esq., who has for five months past
conducted ‘ The Eastern Magazine,’ will all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied tage.” He declares, to use his own words,
claims,
and
that
they
will
receive
said
claims
dency is to desire an increase of strength,
at the counting room of Bourne & Kings travel during the present season, and will externally. Directions accompany and envel “ It is doing wonders for him,” and is, as it
will increase the danger of a relapse. On bury, in said Kennebunk, on the first Mon continue her labors as contributor to the ope each vial.
were, “ snatching him from the grave.”
this subject, principle should guide a man, days of July, and every succeeding month, ‘ Maine Monthly.’ The Editor will endeav
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There
Numerous instances have occurred where
and not appetite or fashion, or the opinion till the expiration of said time.
or, with the assistance which he expects to never was an article introduced into the persons were pining away a miserable ex
receive, to render the Magazine in every way “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
of others.
After the habit is removed,
HENRY KINGSBURY,
istence, nothing they could procure afford
worthy of a liberal support, and if he should cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
JOHN EMERY.
and no desire remains for stimulating drinks,
fail of so doing, he trusts that it shall not arise inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma ing them permanent relief, until they had
3w
Kennebunk, June 25,1836.
cider and wine may be resumed for different
from
a want of exertion on his part. To the tions generally. The Poultice is made in the made use of the above invaluable Medicine.
objects—to avoid singularity, &c. There
Scythes
&
Snaths.
They are also the best Spring and Au
people of New England, therefore, generally, ordinary way as you would any other poul
is great danger in this practice, and it should
OY’S & SONS Patent SCYTHES, said and to Maine and the two cities in which the tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the tumnal Physic,
always be avoided, not because it would
to be a superior article, for sale by the Magazine is to be published, in particular, case may require. There is another kind
Price $1, or 6 bottles for $5/
always lead to intemperance, but because
subscriber.
WM. LORD. the Publishers look for support, and hope which is called superfine for internal use. All
it will always have that tendency.
that every effort to please will meet with a may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
June 24.
DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR
corresponding reward.
The intemperate man rescued from his
man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
The Maine Monthly Magazine will be pub
danger, standing aloof from all intoxicating
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
lished simultaneously, on the first of each
articles, is perfectly safe, he can never be
cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
HE
subscriber,
having
contracted
with
month,
in
Portland
and
Bangor,
at
Three
NE of the best and most thorough
come intemperate again. Allow him one
the town of Kennebunk-port to sup Dollars per annum, payable in advance, or rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
tion,
Inflammation
of
the
stomach,
bowels^
drink of cider a day to begin with, and can
remedies known for this troublesome
port the poor of said town for one year, here
on delivery ofthe third number. Each num
throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external complaint. It has more perfectly answered
this be said of him ? Certainly not. He by gives notice that he has made suitable ber wdl contain forty eight pages.
Agents
must stand firm to his principles of tasting provision forthem and hereby forbids all per will receive a fair discount from the subscrip application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, the purpose for which it is intended than
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This any other now in common use and affords
nothing stimulating, both now and forever. sons harboring or trusting any of the paupers tion price.
medicine is recommended by the first medi
of
said
town
on
his
account
or
on
account
of
Strong beer is worse than cider. Wine is
All Communications to be addressed to the
immediate and permanent relief, both from
the town, as he will not pay any bill of their Editor to the care of either of the Publishers cal gentlemen in our country for the above the disorder itself, and its accompanying
worse than either.
complaints. Directions to each package.
contracting.
LEONARD MILLER.
as may be most convenient. Letters on bu
As respects wine, nothing can be more
Dr. Holman’s Cough Syrup.—This cough symptoms of pain in the loins, vertigo,
Kennebunk-port, June 18, 1836.
siness connected with the work to be address
irrational than to suppose that wine may be
headache, loss of appetite, indigestion,
ed to either of the Publishers. In all cases, Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
used with safety. It is far otherwise. Wine
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who and other marks of debility.
the postage must be paid.
NOTICE.
as found in this country, and especially
Ol/6*Price $1 for both articles—Oint
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
HIS may certify, that I, SAMUEL LIT Edward Stephens, Portland, ? D . r i,
uable for children,, in cases of whooping ment and Electuary—or 50 cents when but
such as will be generally found in the groce
TLEFIELD, of Kennebunk, do give Duren & Thatcher, Bangor, < Pubbshers*
cough, chin cough, &c.
ry and Hotel is a wretched compound, entire
one only is wanted.
to my son William Littlefield, his timeMay, 1836.
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
ly unfit for use, from its adulteration, inde henceforth to transact business for himself,
(tf^None are genuine unless signed T.
two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re KIDDER, on the wrapper, [sole Proprie
pendent of its alcohol. But as an intoxica and that I shall in future claim none of the
HE store now occupied by Joseph Cur quire. Children from one to two teaspoonsting article, it is quite equal to the usual fruits of his labors.
tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD.
tis, pleasantly situated in Wells vil full.
forms in which spirituous liquors are used.
Kennebunk, June 24, 1836.
lage, and as a stand for business is probably Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal whom they are dor sale, at his Counting
What advantage, let me ask, has alcohol
not inferior to any in the county.
culated to correct the bile and create an ap Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
diluted with thejuice ofthe grape, over that
Paper Hangings.
A Lease will at any time be given to go in petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and by his special appointment, by
diluted with water ? And why is wine any ^3
ROLLS Room Paper ;
to effect on the first day of September next, may be freely used both as a restorative and
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
more harmless than punch ? If the acid
iyF An assortment of Bor at which time the present occupant intends to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-pori.
dering ;
qualifies it in the one case, it does also in the
to leave the place. SAMUEL CURTIS.
Holman’s Drops for Fits.—A great number
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Chimney Board Patterns;
Wells, June 18,1836.
3w.
other. If wine is necessary or useful to the
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
This day received and for sale by
sedentary, no argument can show that alco
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
D. REMICH.
WmEJXTOJV’S
hol is not advantageous to the laborious.
of falling sickness, have been radically cured
June 17,1836.
M. LORD has just received from New by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
Neither are necessary or useful ; both are
York, and offers for sale a quantity accompany each vial.
injurious in health. This is the truth and
Horse Wanted.
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
of Flour and Corn.
must ere long be the prevailing truth, or
Holman’s Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
ANTED by the sub
June
15,
1836.
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
the cause of temperance will cease to pro
scriber, a good
HE character of this celebrated Oint
gress. No quarter should be given to the
HORSE, for which a fairEN, Pocket and Jack-knives,—a great va every possible advantage over that in its
ment stands unrivalled for being asafe^
crude
state.
price
will
be
given.
riety ;
wine-drinker—he leans upon a broken reed
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
RALPH CURTIS.
Dr. Holman’s Cough Powder.—This cough disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Morocco and Calfskin Wallets, with and
—it cannot save him from all the ordinary
Kennebunk, June 18, 1836.
powder is a most valuable remedy for com pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
without clasps ;
evils to which dram-drinking would expose
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
Memorandums, of various sizes ;
him, and bring some peculiar to itself. Let
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
long standing. It has been long tested and is
Paint boxes ; Hair Pencils ;
RYE.
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
the respectable classes of society abandon
recommended to the public as one of the which are so eminently useful for removing
OR Sale a quantity of RYE, by the sub Sewill’s and Munroe’s Drawing Pencils;
their wine, the use of it, to say the least,
most
valuable
medicines
now
in
use.
Transparent
Slates
for
Drawing
;
scriber.
WILLIAM LORD.
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
does them no good, and does others much
June 24.
Dot, Pea and common Wafers ;
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
A fresh supply is just receiv ed, and for saleby
harm.
lasses on going to bed.
Farina’s Cologne water—genuine.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
NOTICE,
French
do.
do. ;
Strong beer is hardly less objectionable
Dr. Holman’s Jaundice Powders.—This
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
than wine and ardent spirits. It is a com jl/TISSES EATON & HILL have taken Naples Shaving Soap—a superior article ;
powder is one ofthe best Jaundice prepara
Wholesale by W. C. M1TCHELL, Portland,
pound of hops, opium, and other dangerous IVA a room in the dwelling-house of Capt. White and Brown Windsor do. do. ;
tions now in use for this distressing complaint. and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hasting»
Oxygenated
and
other
Fancy
Soaps
;
narcotics, and very readily intoxicates. If Daniel Eaton, in Wells, where they intend
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and ReedHall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all or e
Composition Soap for taking soils from produces a healthy state of the bile.
it intoxicates it will produce intemperance, carrying on the
be addressed to L. Thwing, & Co. Dedham, Mass'
clothes ;
and all the train of evils which follow.
MIMJOTERY ATO BRESS Razor Straps ; Penknife Hones ;
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
panied with great debility, was recently cured
If the writer were to settle the question Making business, and will keep constantly for Ever-Pointed Pencil cases, a great variety.
FLINT MORGAN.
in this place, in the course of three days, by
whether cider-brandy or whiskey were as sale an assortment of
For sale by
D. REMICH.
FIN HIS celebrated Horse
the powder. Directions with the box.
safe as a drink as wine or ale, he would de STRAW BONNETS & RICH RIB
June 17,1836.
—aha
may be f°und
,
Also a very general assortment of medicin
cide in favor of the former, for this obvi
BONS
uW following places, viz: a
al
herbs,
roots,
leaves,
&c.
are
constantly
on
ous reason, that alcohol in these domestic of all kinds, together with FANCY GOODS.
Stone’s Stable, Kennebun ,
NOTICE.
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo Mondays ; at Capt. Morrill’s, Wells, on Tues
Wells, May 18, 1836.
articles is pure alcohol mixed only with wa
ERSONS indebted to Doctor JOHN
dating prices on commission or other ar days ; at Wilcox’s, York, on Wednesdays,
S. FARNUM, will find their Notes
ler ; while Cogniac brandy and Jamaica
rangement, as at any other large establish
at South Berwick Landing, Thursdays;®
and Accounts with William C. Allen, Esq.
spirits are reduced to low proof by water, School Books & Stationery.
N extensive assortment of School Books who is authorized to settle the same, free of ment in the Union.
Hobbs’, Doughty’s Falls, Fridays ; at Do.
iind a factitious proof is given them by Oil
and Stationery articles, recently re charge to the indebted, until the first day of
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val Shaw’s, Sanford village, Saturdays. Cofldi*of Vitriol, Cayenne pepper, verdigris, grains
ceived and for sale by
D. REMICH. August next.
tions liberal.
JOHN BELLOWS.
uable medicine,
of paradise, and other acid substances, highJune 17.
Alfred, May 30, 1836.
June 5,1836.
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